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ABSTRACT 

A computer graphics system models a world 
(either the physical world or an abstract one) 
and displays it for us on a device according to 
some mapping rules. Heavily influenced by the 
nature and limitations of display devices, the 
world modeled so far has been described in two_--.. 
or three dimension spatial coordinate systems. 
As a result time and motion has been neglected, 
except in specialized systems as in animation 
and simulation. 

We propose here a graphics system where 
world objects are described in four dimensions, 
normally interpreted as being time plus three 
spatial dimensions, and discuss the advantages, 
drawbacks and prospective of such a system. 
They are examined in relation to the classic 
modeling primitives, the usual transformations 
and the current display devices and techniques. 
The advantages are seen to be improved modeling 
of complex motion, better representation of 
mechanical systems, built-in key frame inter
polation, good potential interface with motion 
analysis systems. The main drawback is that it 
exacerbates the limitations of current display 
devices and interactive object definition 
systems. We sketch out a prototype system 
implementing these concepts. 

Un systeme en infographie modele un 
univers (soit une partie de l'univers physique, 
soit un univers abstrait) et le represente pour 
nous sur un systeme d'affichage apres un 
ensemble de transformations. Tres influence par 
la nature et les limitations des systemes 
d'affichages, l'univers modele jusqu'a present 
a ete decrit dans un systeme de coordonnees a 
deux ou trois dimensions, exclusivement 
spatiales. En consequence, le temps et le 
mouvement ont ete negliges, sauf bien sur dans 
les systemes specialises, comme en animation ou 
en simulation. 

Nous proposons ici un systeme graphique OU 
a tous les niveaux les objects de l'univers 
represente sont modeles en quatre dimensions, 
normalement interpretees comme le temps et les 
trois coordonnees spatiales, et nous discutons 
les avantages, les inconvenients et l'avenir 
pratique d'un tel systeme. Ces points sont 
examines relativement aux primitives des 
modeles classiques, aux transformations cou
rantes et aux systemes d'affichages presente
ment utilises. Les avantages semblent etre une 
meilleure representation des mouvements com
plexes et des systemes mecaniques, l'interpo
lation des images-cles de fa~on automatique, 
et une meilleure interface possible avec les 
systemes d'analyse des mouvements en intel
ligence artificielle. L'inconvenient principal 
semble et re d'exacerber les limitations 
actuelles des modes de definition interactive 
des objets et de leur affichage. Nous 
esquissons un prototype d'un systeme appliquant 
ces concepts. 
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1. Introduction 
Time and motion are two concepts of prime 

import.ance in computer graphics, especially in 
applicaLions such liS animation and simulation, but 
less obviously in design and even in plotting. In spite 
of this. basic graphics packages do not explicitly 
include time as a variable, and classic modeling 
methods do not allow defining objects with a time 
dimension. (Indeed, "time" and "motion" do not 
even appear in the index of the standard interactiv" 
computer graphics textbook rNewm79l). The usual 
way lo model motion in a graphic system is to apply 
a spatial transformation matrix to the objects 
defined at a finite set of values of real or simulated 
time. The elemenls of the transformation matrix 
can tbemselves be functions of time. There are 
many drawbacks to this approach. One is that 
motion is then totally outside of the graphics pack
age, and requires an elaborate and cwnbersome 
specification for complex motions. Another is that 
only the entities to which a transformation matrix 
can be applied in t.he system can move indepen
dently. Thus t.he type of motion allowed depends 
upon the modeling primitives used. For example, if 
a cube is mode led by polygonal faces, it is impossi
ble to represent a transformation in which only one 
corner of the cube moves. To convince oneself of 
this, consider than the four vertice s defining' a face 
might not be coplanar after such a transformation, 
precludmg the use of a linear transformation. The 
related motion of severlil primilivt:lI ill lilso lil ut:sL 
difficult. Complex motions. such as irregular. waves 
at the surface of water, or of the skin of the human 
body, arc almost complctcly out· of reach with a 
standard system. 

From research in areas where motion syn
thesis. analysis and/or understanding is eS!lentiaJ, 
several important concepts and approaches 
emerged. 

The first one, from traditional and computer 
assisted Imimalion is key-frame interpolation 
[Burt76]. Here we usually have entire frames 
(mostly of 2-D primitives). with each one having a 
time associated with it. The in-between frames are 
computed by interpolation, usually linear. The con
cept of in-betweening has been refined and the tech
niques extended, notably in [Reev80). 

Another relevant concept, from Baecker's 
pioneering work on interactive computer mediated 

animation, is the p-cun;e [Baec69]. A p-curve is a 
parametric curve (time is the parameler) sketched 
by the user in real time. In the normal use of the p
curve, real time (input time) is mapped directly to 
movie time (or play-back lime in general). Tht; 
interesting poi.nt in the context of t.his discussion is 
the fact that an "object", here a moving point, is 
represented as a two or three dimensional 
phenomenon. 

A third important concept is from Fut-reUe's 
work as embodied in GAL.A.TEA [Fulr71]. It is the 
notion of time dependent objects, which in GALATEA 
are independently scheduled moving objects (here 
again "object" is t1l.ken rather generally). r:tpfjnl~rl hy 
tile user to ,·track" relil motion on the film under 
study. 

All these examples and other advances in the 
fi",]rl I""rl t,n t.hp. conr.lll~inn t.hat. t.hp.rp. shollld be 
significant advantages in including time explicitly as 
a fourth (or third in 2-D graphics) dimension at '.Ill 
the levels of the general graphics syst.em, from 
mode ling primitives to graphic primitives to output 
primitives, and not forcing the user or the applicu
lion programmer to introduce it as an outside 
parameter. Beyond the pradical lidvanlages lbdl 
we will try to put forth. there are conceptual rea
sons. This Wily of mode ling time and motion should 
liberale the user from the frame by frame tyTanny 
and allow hem to think in term of concurrently 
scheduled motions, which is the more natural way. 
We will see that we will not have to pay the price of a 
concurrent programming language and/or con
current graphics package for this. In efIect, il is like 
going from time-driven to event-driven simulation, 
or to use a more graphic analogy, like defining a lint:l 
segment b)' its two end points. instead of having Lo 
give all its intersections with the sL!lin-liues. All 
additional motivation is the fact thfl.t display devices 
are becoming more sophisticated and powerful. and 
can and should assume more of the computational 
burden, especiaily if it reduct:l~ Lhe ulilHlwiLh 
between the device and the main proces:;or(s). 

2. Basic techniques 

The detailed ,,'ay to introduce time as a param
eter in the graphics system is as varied as the 
modeling techniq'.,es. th", t!'1'1.nsform"l.~iom: 1lnd t.he 
display file structures in computer graphics. 

To give an eXAmple <It. t.hp. rli!"plAy filp. h'~vel, we 
will assume a transformed segmented display tile. 
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The sequence to be represented can be described 
using key frames by: 

b c o 
a d 

l:::Q 

o<J4 
L=3 L=10 t=lG t=18 

Note that the' point c is in motion from t=O to t= 10. 
amI then from t= 16 to l= 18, while a is in motion 
from t=3 lo t= 16. Points band d do not move. This 
can be represented in the display file as: 

Point X Y t.... tJin. 
a 2 2 0 3 

a 5 5 16 '" 
b 2 5 0 ... 
c 5 5 0 0 
c 6 7 10 16 
c 5 5 16 '" 
d 5 2 0 OD 

The display processor, while going througll the tile. 
will execule the following algorithm (it is assumed 
that it will do the right thing for the first point and 
the last point of a polygon; tt~ and X' refers-lo the 
time-point following the current one): 

for each point sequentially 
if t<~" thlm skip the point 
if tfA ~ t ~ t Itn then drawto(X, Y) 
if t >t!in then interpolate 

X-=X + (X'-X)(t -t, .... ) 
• t;"'-t,fn 

and Y, the same way, 
drawto(X;.. }",) 

The interpolation could be made easier on the pro
cp.!'I!'Ior hy hFlving t.he ni!'lplay file compiler put in' the 
file the incremental value for X and Y. Aiso note that 
a point can be made to disappear by adding the con
dition that, if 4,.,'fi,tltn' then the point is skipped, or 
by using an extra bit to indicate the first occurence 
of a particular·point. A point can be made to appear 
in the same fashion. 

This represents one of the simplest schemes. 
Other variations include having the intenSity or 
colour of the Line be interpolated in the same way: 
the motion can be made cyclic, by an different op
conA which will indicate that clock-time is to be 
taken module t""cLA for this point or group of points. 
As a smart display processor can draVl' circles or 
parametric curves, the processor can compute 
non-linear time interpolation. This would be useful. 
since the simple scheme illustrated here represents 
motion by "straight line segment approximation", 
and therefore suffer from defects similar to polygo
nal approximations of curves. 1f the 

tran:sformations are done at the level of the display 
p['uce:s:su[', LhtHl Cl :silllilar interpolCltion can be 
effected on the transformation matrices. 

Note that time slippage is not a major 
problem. if t is the real clock time. The motion wili 
be less smooth, but the picture will "catch up". In 
refresh displays the 'l.11e interpolation . ,I. not 
represent much additional work for the prucessor. 
and if several proces:,;:;rs are used, thcy can of 
course do this in parallel. 

To see the main advantage of this approach, we 
not.e, assuming that one wurd is required lo slore 
each spatial or temporal coordinate. and assuming 
that k frames are needed in 18 time uniLs. that only 
25 .;-ords rather than kx8 ,..-ords are required. Even 
if each motion spans only a few frames, the required 
data. transfer rate is much lower. 

At the modeling level, which is more application 
dependent. lhe posllibililies are abo numerous, but 
fortunately more work has been done along these 
lines_ The most easily adapted models are pro
cedural models. It is a straightforward extension to 
have t.he procenures out,put. X, Y, 7. ann T jnst.ean of 
X, Y,l. Points, lines and polygons are similarly 
easily extended. In fact, a possible structure for 
polygon+time files is one similar to the sLructure of 
the display tile described above_ If adjacent 
polygons are supposed to move together, a variant 
of the points-polygons file structure would be ade
quate. Parametric curves and surfaces offer 
interesting possibilities. and the work of Reeves 
[Reev80] already shows techniques fUl- paramelric 
patch computations where one of the two parame
ters is time. A generalization to parametric 
"volumes" should be of interest. Moving volumes, in 
particular "soft" shapes like beating hearts and 
growing slimes, should also become easier to han
dle. Stocbastic models [FourBO] are also natural for 
this extension, since the stochastic processes which 
generate them can be (and gencrally arc) function 
of time. Actually. the entire stochastic proceso;; com
putation can be pushed down to the display proce~
SOl' (with or without specialized hn.rdware). and we 
can have "arnber waves of grain" by sending the 
"field" description only once to the display tile. 

3. Operations and transformations 

Of the usual spatial transformations. transla
tion and scaling have easily extrapolated meanings_ 
We can ~low nown Rnn :o;peen \Jp t.hA mnt.ion (we are 
referring here to the global motion of a graphic 
primitive before it is sent to the transformed display 
flle), and move it in time. as well as in space. We 
can then instantiate a moving object. From the 
same master object, for instance a car. we C;1n. 

using only transformation matrices. create multiple 
instances that move at difTenmL ::>pt!t!d::>, l1!1(l ::Il,:U'L 
and stop at different times. More int.riguing is the 
effect of rotation. Orlhogonal rotations simply map 
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a coordinate to another •. so in effect time is mapped 
to a spatial coordinate. which can be useful to 
analyze motion. Other rotations. however. have 
results harder to conceive. and their use is not obvi
ous. Just recall that tIlis is done in Minkowski's 
diagrams in Relati,,;ty Theory. 

The perspective transformation is not affected. 
and can be done by matrix multiplication if con
venient. but the effect. on T must be undone for 
proper behaviour: 

1 000 
o 100 

(XYZT1] 0 0 1 0 

000 1 
o 0 0 0 

o 
o 
1. =(Xt-ZT Z +d] 
d d 
o 
1 

-[ Xd ~~~1] 
- Z+c1 Z+d Z+c1 Z+c1 

if we use hom~eneous coordinates. So T has to be 

multiplied by ; d . 

Clipping remains the same for the spatial coor
dinates. In addition. however. clipping in time can 
be very useful. It corresponds to a freeze-frame at 
time t (the Clipping time. we clip against a plane of 
constant time). It should be done for t.he initial 
time. and in most cases some final time (the hither 
lime and the yon time). A clipping method like 
reentrant polygon clipping [::)uth74] will work here if 
polygons are used as graphic primitives. Clipping is 
also useful Cor splitting the display file into time 
slices. 1.0 limil its size. The transformation system 
will clip from to to t 1. send this to the display file. 
then from t I to t e. and this can be sent any time to 
lhe display file as long as it is before t I (by the 
display processor clock). If double buffering is used. 
it is a simple matter for the processor to switch to 
the sccond buffer at t l' Altcrnativcly. cach scgment 
can be processed individually in this manner. 

Anolher operation that deserves investigation 
is the hidden lines/surfaces/volumes removal in 
four (formerly three) dimensions. If a depth-buffer 
approach is used. there. is no special problem. if it 
can be done fast enough. Schemes that depend on a 
static view (like priority ordering) will not work 
here. unless we constrain the motion. for instance 
by having a background. plus linearly separable 
clusters. and unr.hanged priorit.y wit.hin each clus
ter. In general. any decision will have to be made 
after the display processor updates t.he coordinates. 
It is interesting to note that we can use the display 
system for collision detection. For instance. if we 
use polyhedra. there is a collision if part of one 
polygon of one object is between a front facing and 
back fClcing pulygoll ur <muLher ubjed. 

And finally. properties such as speed. accelera
tion can be computed edsily in the graphics system 
itself if need be. 

4-0 Implementation and Applications 
WE' have seen that the original time dimension 

in the model can be mapped \.0 another dimension 
at the level of the output primitive. Aft.er that. we 
have assumed so far that the ()Utput device maps 
time in the display file to real time. But it does not 
have to be so. (We note in passing that most of t.he 
display devices we have are 3-1) devices. two spatial 
coordinat.es and real time.) We can also make use of 
the fact that some have anot.her dimension. usually 
seen as color or intensity. but which can be inter
preted in a different way: In particular. we have an 
easy way to implement colour tabie animation 
[Shou79]. by mapping the display processor time to 
colour. The ways in which thiS mapping is done will 
depend on the number of frames and cCllours used. 
A straightforward ways is te make the display pro
cessor event-driven. instearJ of time-driven. and 
write each new frClme ill a different bit-plane of the 
frame-buffer. 

The implementation we are currently consider
ing Cor the graphics sysLem will be14in aL the display 
file and display processor level. We could chose lo 
use a refreshed line drawing de"ice. since they are 
the ones usually associated with display files. but we 
find it more interesting to use a frame
buffer/raster-scan device. The reasons are mainly 
that they allow colour. and are not generally COIl

sidered as real lime display devices. apti \\'e wdnl Lo 
clearly distin"uish between the refresh function and 
the "~cheduiing" function. Besides. we have Lwo 
excellent candidates. SPIWRIT lBaec81J. and PERQ. 
bolh microprogrammable frame buffers. one with 
low resolution (256*256*4bits) but some colour. the 
other with high resolution (1024"'768). but only one 
bit deep. 

The next step \\'m be the implementation of the 
graphics package. which should be fairly similar t.o a 
traditional one. but for the added dimension. And 
last we ~il1 ",Uach somp. modp.ling syst.p-ms. probably 
stochastic modeling at first. and some applications 
programs. To keep the prototype system simple. we 
,\ill start with a 2-D (spatial) implementation. But 
this should be rich enough to pro,,;de a basis for 
evaluation and a guide to future development. Most 
of the appllcation domain has been rneutioned. but 
an additional area should be discussed here: motion 
understanding in Artificial Intelligence [TsotSO]. The 
output of a syslem aualyzing and underslCluding 
motion (in medical applications. often 2-D motion) 
is a sel of canonical motions. with st.arting time 
(frame) and stopping time. or a period for cyclic 
motions. These could be di!Oeetly aceepteti by an 
application program using the same motions 3S 

mod cling primitivcs. and displayed. This would con
stitute an analysis/synthesi<; cycle ;l I", r,AT.A.TF.A, 
and synergistically increase the usefulness of each 

part. 
In general. lhough. this approach makes lhe 
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object definition problem worse, particularly if the 
objects are user-defined. A considerable amount of 
work on input devices and users' interface has been 
done to facilitate the description and design of 2-D 
and 3-D objects, and they are barely beginriinR to 
result i.n "friendly" and practical systems, so the 
addition of another dimension will not make the 
matter easier. Works in animat.lon (RaenR9j And' 
languages [Herg??], (Kahn7B] point in the ri~ht ___ 
directions. 

5. Conclusion 

Wc have shown that timc, in::tcad of being a 
parameter confined to the application program. and 
left to be dealt with by the user or the application 
programmer, should be treated along and equally 
with the other coordinates. We showed that there is 
not much added onus placed on the display file pro
cessor by turning it inlo IS scheduler, and lhat lhe 
appearance of time in the graphics package gives 
added power to the standard transformations. We 
also cxprcsscd our bclief that the new generation of 
fast. smart raster scan devi~es are good candidates 
for display devices in the, systems considered. 
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